The highly allusive description of Hippolytus' death in Seneca's Phaedra draws comparisons to epic. Coffey and Mayer go further and see the piecing together of Hippolytus' body parts as a metaphor for the writing process:
Just below the surface of Seneca's text, with the attempt to recompose mutilated fragments of a once beautiful form, lies Seneca's own authorial problem: recomposing into a beautiful unity the now scattered pieces of a past tradition: the two Hippolytus plays of Euripides, possibly the Aegeus, the finale of the Bacchae, Sophocles' Phaedra, even Ovid's Fourth Heroides, and the seventh book of the Metamorphoses. The self-conscious blending of two separate plays of Euripides at this point, Hippolytus and Bacchae, gives the issue an immediate grounding in the text.1 An impressive number of Greek tragic and Latin poetic intertexts are identified from the point of view of writing but what about the effect of intertextuality on viewing the play?2 I examine this scene for its potential in eliciting intertextual allusions to even more intertexts on and off the stage and potential audience/ reader reactions to them. Through the associative viewing/reading process with previous plays, poetic intertexts, and spectacle entertainment, the scene produces the unexpected intertextual outcome of the Argo killed Hippolytus. The complex intertextuality of the narrative goes further however, and serves a metatheatrical purpose that situates the play in the figurative space of (meta-) theatre.
In Seneca's Phaedra, Theseus believing that his son Hippolytus attempted to seduce his wife Phaedra, calls upon his father Neptune to punish him. Theseus' wish is fulfilled as Hippolytus rides his chariot along the shore and a threatening sea-monster/bull appears and frightens his horses. Hippolytus, thrown from the chariot, gets caught in the reins and his body is mangled as the horses flee. Events are described in a lengthy messenger speech (1000-1114) that begins with a description of the turmoil at sea (1007-1034):
